The Town of Pageland is Soliciting Bids for park equipment for two of the Town’s parks. The following items are to be included. This bid opening will be 9/5/2023 at 3pm at Pageland Town Hall at 307 E McGregor St, Pageland SC 29728

Moore Park:

- 1 quantity Superior Recreational Products PS3-71492 – Ages 2-12 capacity 23-28
- Geo Fabric Over Sand
- 68 – 4inch border timbers (APS)
- 85 yards ADA compliant wood fiber
- 1 quantity Superior Recreational Products TFR3502XX 2 Bay arch swing
- 2 quantity Superior Recreational Products 90015108XX 8-inch galvanized chain with belt seats (4 total)
- 4 quantity Superior Recreational Products WM-05 beveled swing mats
- 1 quantity Superior Recreational Products MELD-IG-REC-SRP- Melody
- 1 quantity Superior Recreational Products RECF0056XX- Single Post Bongos
- 1 quantity Superior Recreational Products BFLY-1-IG-SRP
- 1 quantity ADA compliant half ramp (APS)
- 1 quantity Superior Recreational Products MRAY-IG-SRP-MANTA RAY
- 1 quantity Superior Recreational Products TD-IG-N-SRP Tuned Drums, In Ground Mount Kit
- 1 quantity Superior Recreational Products FWR-Y-IG-SRP-TL- Yellow Flower
- 1 quantity Superior Recreational Products RECF0054XX- Glockenspiel
- 1 quantity Superior Recreational Products 77003 Glockenspiel Mallets
- Installation – Installation of all new equipment, boarder timbers, geofabric, and wood fibers.
- Removal of old equipment – Remove freestanding slide, pre-existing swing, panel activity, and dome climber.
- Remove and reinstall existing deep rung arch climber.
- Disposal of all pre-existing equipment.

Conbraco Park:

- 1 quantity Superior Recreational Products PS3-71954 – Ages 5-12 capacity 25-30, use zone 37’X26’
- 1 quantity Superior Recreational Products PS3-72113 – Ages 2-5 capacity 25-30, use zone 33’X30’
- 1 quantity Superior Recreational Products TFR3502XX 2 Bay arch swing
- 2 quantity Superior Recreational Products 90015108XX 8-inch galvanized chain with belt seats (4 total)
- 4 quantity Superior Recreational Products WM-05 beveled swing mats
- 12 quantity 6’ landscape timbers (APS)
- 1 quantity Superior Recreational Products MELD-IG-REC-SRP- Melody
- 1 quantity Superior Recreational Products BFLY-1-IG-SRP
- 1 quantity Superior Recreational Products RECF0056XX- Single Post Bongos
- 2 quantity ADA compliant half ramp (APS)
- 34 quantity 4’ landscape timbers
- 155 yards ADA compliant wood fiber
- Installation – Installation of all new equipment, boarder timbers, and wood fibers.
- Removal and disposal of old equipment – Remove pre-existing swing, and pre-existing structures.